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This document does not necessarily reﬂect the ofﬁcial views of the European Commission or
the SALTO Inclusion Resource Centre or the organisations cooperating with them.
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SALTO-YOUTH STANDS FOR…
…‘Support and Advanced Learning and Training Opportunities within the Youth in Action
programme’. The European Commission has created a network of eight SALTO-YOUTH Resource
Centres to enhance the implementation of the EU Youth in Action programme, which provides
young people with valuable non-formal learning experiences.
SALTO’s aim is to support European Youth in Action projects in priority areas such as European
Citizenship, Cultural Diversity, Participation and Inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities, in regions such as EuroMed, South-East Europe or Eastern Europe and the Caucasus,
with Training and Cooperation activities and with Information tools for National Agencies.
In these European priority areas, SALTO-YOUTH provides resources, information and training
for National Agencies and European youth workers. Most of these resources are offered and
disseminated at www.SALTO-YOUTH.net. Find online the European Training Calendar, the
Toolbox for Training and Youth Work, the database of youth ﬁeld trainers active at European
level (Trainers Online for Youth or TOY), links to online resources and much, much more...
SALTO-YOUTH actively co-operates with other actors in the European youth ﬁeld, among them
the National Agencies and Co-ordinators of the Youth in Action Programme, the Council of Europe,
the European Youth Forum, European youth workers and trainers and training organisers.
THE SALTO-YOUTH INCLUSION RESOURCE CENTRE
WWW.SALTO-YOUTH.NET/INCLUSION/
The SALTO Inclusion Resource Centre (in Belgium-Flanders) works together with the European
Commission to include young people with fewer opportunities in the Youth in Action programme.
SALTO-Inclusion also supports the National Agencies and youth workers in their inclusion work
by providing the following resources:
• training courses on inclusion topics and for speciﬁc target groups at risk of social exclusion
• training and youth work methods and tools to support inclusion projects
• practical and inspiring publications for international inclusion projects
• up-to-date information on inclusion issues and opportunities via the Inclusion Newsletter
• support for policy and strategy development regarding inclusion topics
• an overview of trainers and resource people in the ﬁeld of inclusion and youth
• bringing together stakeholders to make the inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities
more effective and easier
For more information and resources, have a look at the Inclusion pages at
www.SALTO-YOUTH.net/Inclusion/
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The push and pull of the city

In our imagination, cities are places where dreams come true. From Athens, birthplace of
European democracy, through Florence, seat of the Renaissance to Birmingham, hub of the
industrial revolution, urban spaces have been cauldrons of invention, enterprise and opportunity.
Cities bewitch us as they bewitched our ancestors. Magical places where people can fulﬁl their
promise and potential – make their fortunes, ﬁnd their soul mate and live whatever life they
choose. They offer freedom. They offer excitement. They offer everything.
It is not surprising then to ﬁnd that we Europeans are increasingly an urban species. More than
one in four EU residents lives in a city with a population of 250,000 or more (European
Commission, 2011) and cities continue to attract newcomers. In particular, cities – especially the
larger ones – act as magnets for young people, and for incomers from every corner of the planet.
Consequently, city populations are younger and more diverse than the EU average.
Our major cities – Paris, London, Barcelona and Berlin amongst them –continue to attract
incomers. In most EU member states (with the exception of Poland and Romania) the immigrant
share of this new urban population has grown, as the ﬂow from rural areas to cities has decreased.
Consequently, in many EU cities the proportion of inhabitants from migrant backgrounds
exceeds 20% of those less than 25 years old.
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But let’s not forget that Europe is a wide canvas. Not everyone lives in these major cities (only
12.3% live in cities with a population of over one million) and in some parts of Europe, the
scenario for young people is very different. In much of Eastern Europe, cities struggle to retain
young people and there the challenge is demographic decline. For those who are footloose –
especially the highly educated – it is the lure of other cities – often in the West – which draws
them away from home. During the crisis, this phenomenon has become even more acute.

The impact of
the crisis on city life
The crisis facing Europe since 2008 has disproportionately affected young people. Across
Europe, youth unemployment rates have rocketed in recent years. Within the EU 27, there
are wide variations both between and within member states. In Germany and the Netherlands
unemployment rates in 2010 were below 10 per cent whilst in several countries the rate was 30%
and in Spain touching 50% (Dietrich, 2011).
Inevitably, with higher proportions of young people in cities, the drama of the crisis has
unfolded on their streets. We have seen the Indignados protesting in Puerto del Sol, Madrid and
clashes with police in other Spanish cities. For these young people, the best-educated generation
in Spain’s history, there is a feeling that the big lie has been exposed. “Stay in school, study hard
and you will have a good life” the older generation told them. But this has not been their reward.
In Italy, the Alternativi shun the labour market and mainstream society, preferring to live a
bohemian existence surviving on their wits and focusing on the short term. In Greece, young
people have been in the vanguard of demonstrations against policies that they perceive to be
discriminatory and unfair.
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On the streets of London we see the Occupy movement protesting against the bankers and the
Government’s austerity measures. In 2012 we have seen burning cars in the Amiens suburbs, and
in the summer of 2011 English cities – London, Birmingham, Bristol and Liverpool – exploded
in scenes of violence aimed at the establishment. In Eastern Europe, young people have been
agitated for political change in Russia, leading to the trial of the punk rock trio Pussy Riot, in
August 2012.

This is not the ﬁrst time young people have taken to the streets – far from it. In the early 1980s the
youth of Brixton, London and Liverpool staged violent angry protests during an earlier period
of recession and austerity. And in 2005, young people in French banlieues took to the streets,
damaging shops and burning cars in a ﬁt of anger against the lack of opportunities and the
heavy-handed treatment of the state agencies.
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Policy and resources
The two principle themes of this work – “Urban” and “Youth” are also high on the policy agenda
within the European Union – and amongst all EU Member States. The EU reform agenda, the
Europe 2020 strategy, promotes the concept of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. It
includes speciﬁc targets aimed at young people, most notably a commitment to reduce school
drop out rates to 10%.
Within the strategy there are ﬂagship initiatives such as “An agenda for new skills and jobs” which
promotes many of the priorities identiﬁed in this report. For example, it stresses the importance
of supporting young people to make a positive post-school transition, and emphasises the
importance of wage levels that make work more attractive than welfare.
“Youth on the Move” is another Europe 2020 ﬂagship. This speciﬁcally addresses the youth
unemployment crisis, and provides funding to enable young people to study, train and work.
Previously, many of these funding streams were only available to people in formal education –
via institutions. There has been an emphasis in the new generation of programmes to be more
ﬂexible, enabling a wider pool of participants.
These initiatives complement the Youth in Action programme, which has traditionally placed
more emphasis on supporting youth work and informal support mechanisms. Other funding
programmes – such as Daphne which funds projects tackling violence – also provide resources
for transnational activity that may be of interest to youth workers in urban areas.
The current round of European Structural Funds – ESF and ERDF – is drawing to an end in 2013.
The new programme model for 2014-2020 is under discussion and in October 2011 the European
Commission published Draft Regulations relating to this. These contained some very relevant
messages for those with an interest in urban matters. They also include some encouraging
messages about Community Led Local Development (CLLD), which are consistent with the
co-production focus in this report.
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In the Draft regulations, the Commission acknowledges the important role of urban areas for
Europe’s future economic and social progress. Cities are at the heart of the principles set out in
the Europe 2020 strategy. Consequently, it proposes that a proportion of funds are ring-fenced for
use in urban areas, which is a signiﬁcant breakthrough for cities. In addition, the draft regulations
promote the concept of Community Led Local Development, whereby local stakeholders have a
say in how resources are assigned. Finally, it is worth noting that the regulations also include
plans to ﬁnancially support social innovation for the ﬁrst time. Again, this will provide resource
opportunities to engage in the sort of service modernization discussed in this report.
Finally, it is important to note that the EU funds transnational exchange and learning
programmes that speciﬁcally support regions and cities. The Interreg Programme funds
collaborative activity between regions across Europe whilst the URBACT II Programme funds
cities to work on shared problems. In the third call for URBACT projects, three city networks
focusing on young people were approved.
Further information can be found at:
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So, what’s all this about?
The youth disturbances across Europe provided the catalyst for this publication. The SALTO
Inclusion Resource Centre’s mission is the inclusion of all young people, within the European
Commission’s Youth in Action Programme. Its work aims to strength the skills and capacity of the
youth work sector through exchange and learning opportunities.
In response to the violent outbreaks of 2011, SALTO Inclusion decided to focus its efforts on the
social challenges faced by young people in (sub)urban areas. Even though urban challenges go
beyond the borders of youth work and the Youth in Action programme, SALTO Inclusion still
wanted to contribute to make disaffected urban areas a better place for young people.
Consequently, SALTO Inclusion organised several activities to give youth workers (everybody
working with young people) tools and background to successfully address social challenges in
urban areas.
A research project, whose results are published here, tempts to give an overview of the issues
at stake in cities and analysed a variety of urban interventions to extract criteria for success.
A seminar in Birmingham brought together stakeholders (including youth workers,
educationalists, youth workers, NGOs and the police), young people and funders from
countries across Europe to discuss the urban issues and inspire interventions.
See www.SALTO-YOUTH.net/UrbanSolutionsSeminar/.
A long-term training course (2011-2013) for urban youth workers allowed to exchange and
reﬂect on youth work practices and set up innovative youth work in cities across Europe.
At the same time, SALTO Inclusion brought together inclusion ofﬁcers of the Youth in Action
national agencies, to debate how they could stimulate positive action in urban areas within
the Youth in Action programme.
The Youth and the City publication from 2007 was updated with more recent good practices
to stimulate youth workers to take urban action, within or without the Youth in Action
programme.
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This ‘Urban Solutions’ research publication is aimed at all of the stakeholders above. It gives a
detailed snapshot of the issues young people face in urban areas across Europe. More importantly,
it celebrates their energy, talent and enthusiasm and considers ways in which we can more
support more young people to reach their potential. We hope it inspires all stakeholders to set
up or reinforce urban actions for the beneﬁt of young people and the urban communities they
live in.
So, in the following pages we examine:
The most important social issues facing young people in urban Europe (page 12)
The key issues relating to the exchange of good practice (page 36)
Good practice themes and examples (page 46)
Recommendations for different stakeholders based on the research outcomes (page 70)
The content of this report has been drawn from our desk research, evidence gathered form the
Urban Solutions stakeholder seminar held in Birmingham in May 2012, the Inclusion Colleague
Support Group in Budapest in March 2012 and consultations with key stakeholders. Youth in
Action stakeholders across Europe have contributed to the process, and we are very grateful for
their contribution.
Finally, in terms of format, whilst doing this work, we were struck by the importance of music for
young people. For many, it is the deﬁning art form for each generation, with the associated styles
and messages reﬂecting the values and concerns of contemporary youth. Consequently, there
are musical references throughout the report, including each of the chapter headings. There are
bonus points available for anyone who gets all the titles and artists…without the help of Google!
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Wot u on?

Many
M
any yyoung
ou people living in Europe’s cities today face tough challenges. Parents may tell them
h
ow llucky
uccky they are, while knowing in their hearts that our youth will not have a smooth path. For
how
tthe
hee ﬁrs
st ttime
i
rst
in several generations, today’s parents feel that their children’s lives may actually
b
orsee than theirs.
bee w
worse
T
he S
ALT Inclusion Urban Strategy (www.SALTO-YOUTH.net/UrbanStrategy/) sets out to
The
SALTO
a
ddress ssome of the big issues young people face in urban areas across Europe. This research
address
a
he bas
att tthe
basis of the strategy, captures the reality on the ground, which varies from country to
ccountry,
ountry, a
and from city to city. In this chapter, we discuss the main themes, drawing upon various
ssources
ources an
and from a range of relevant stakeholders including young people; youth workers; other
service pr
providers (local authorities, educators, the police) and funders.
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To understan
understand the problems, it is important to show the extent and range of issues which young
peoplee face in Europe’s cities today. And it is a long list, which reﬂects not only the current crisis
people
but a
lso lon
– but
also
long standing problems relating to city life.
be
However, before
we do that, we would like to add a health warning. Although we need to
understand tthe issues, let’s not allow them to blind us to the fact that young people represent
the future of cities. They are passionate, resourceful, full of energy and alive with talent. As
the
w
n the ﬁnal chapter of this work, this should be our point of departure. Adopting an
wee arguee iin
a
pproach
h wh
approach
which focuses on the assets of the young – rather than the problems they face – is the
w
ay forward
way
forward.
S
o, a
So,
ass we re
read the following pages, let’s keep that thought at the front of our minds – and
remem
mber tthat
h the young are resilient, endlessly creative and our hope for the future.
remember
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The world of work or “Ok –
where did the jobs go?”
Today, in many of Europe’s cities, young people struggle to ﬁnd jobs. Now, work iss not everyt
everything,
thing,
kingg tto
o live..
and young people have long grappled with the key issue of living to work againstt work
working
However, with one eye on the crisis let’s start by considering the jobs question.
ncom
me to
o pay fo
or
Being in employment is important for most of us. For a start, it provides an income
for
hat. Wor
rk
the basic things we need – shelter, food and clothing – and if we are lucky, more than th
that.
Work
w com
ming u
nder
can also help deﬁne who we are. However, this ‘developed’ society notion is now
coming
under
ean
n
threat as the jobless numbers rise across Europe. Just because I do not work, doess not me
mean
that I am no-one.
o adu
ult life. IIff yo
ou
Traditionally, work has been an important aspect in young people’s transition to
adult
you
llow yo
ou tto
o
are working you have money and a degree of ﬁnancial independence, which can a
allow
you
ly. You also
alsso have
ha
ave
assert your own identity in relation to others – most notably your nuclear family.
killss rrecognised.
ecognised.
a sense of self-esteem that comes from being useful, and from having your skills
conom
my – a
Through work, you can feel valued as a contributor to your community and the eeconomy
fully active citizen.
ffo
orts and
Most young people want to work. They want fulﬁlling jobs that reward theirr eefforts
ir in
ndep
penden
nce
recognise their talents. They want to contribute to society and to have their
independence
ts o
uropee, jjob
ob
from their parents. But nowadays work is not always easy to ﬁnd. In many parts
off E
Europe,
availability is at a historic low, due to the on-going economic crisis.
h unem
mplloyment
In the Mediterranean countries, where the issue is most acute, the national youth
unemployment
more than 1
rate is above 50%. Even in wealthier cities such as Barcelona, the rate is 35% - with more
young person in 3 unemployed. And few cities are immune from the problem. In thee wealthiest
en itt h
as d
oubleed
cities, although the rate is lower, youth unemployment is rising – in Copenhagen
has
doubled
ges. F
or eexample,
xam
mplle,
to 6% in the past year. And even Germany, Europe’s powerhouse, has its challenges.
For
ional a
verage
the national capital, Berlin, has youth unemployment rates of 13% - double the nati
national
average
– in the summer of 2012.
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Much has been written about the jobs crisis (Dietrich
(Dietrich, Scarpetta, etc) – particularly in relation to
this Instead, we will discuss the key structural
young people – and our purpose is not to repeat this.
changes taking place within the labour market whi
which pre-date the crisis but which have been
highlighted by it. In practical terms, these trends are important for everyone working with young
people to understand.

Back in the day, most young people ﬁnished school
scho and went straight into work. In cities,
there were plenty of opportunities and a wide variet
variety of threshold entry-level jobs. If you were
fortunate enough to have attended university or col
college, your prospects were even better, and
you could often pick and choose your preferred profe
professional career path.
That’s all changed now, and the transition into employment
emp
has become longer and, for many
yyoung
oung people, less direct. Moving straight from eeducation into employment – particularly
pe
ermanent stable employment – is becoming less typical
typ
permanent
for young people. Instead, their initial
exp
perience of the workplace is less predictable, o
experience
often fragmented and prolonged.
A notable
notable new phenomenon in the work transition process
pro
is the inexorable rise of the internship.
Inc
creasingly, young people will undergo a number o
Increasingly,
of experiences as an intern, as a prerequisite
to ﬁnding a ‘real’ job. However, the regulation of inte
internships is highly uneven across Europe and
ma
any of these opportunities are unpaid. As Howke
many
Howker and Malik note, this places poorer young
peo
ople at a huge disadvantage:
people
“In
nternships can last for months at a time and are usua
a unpaid. This means that the young people
“Internships
usually
w
ho work for nothing at the start of their careers ne
who
need wealthy parents to subsidise them. And,
u
lttimately, for popular jobs… this means that the mai
ultimately,
main barrier to entry is money – you simply can’t
gget
ett tthem
hem without experience, and you can’t get the expe
experience if you’re from a poor background.”
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Once young people are ready to take up employment they ﬁnd that urban work opportunities
look quite different to how they looked a few years ago.
Economists speak about the ‘hour glass’ labour market in cities, which consists of many very
high-level specialist professional jobs and at the other end signiﬁcant numbers of low-skill
threshold entry jobs. Driven by technology and organisational restructuring, many of the midtier jobs have now gone.

This latest shift follows a long period of deindustrialization in cities where many of the
traditional manufacturing and heavier industries have disappeared. They have either vanished
completely or the jobs have gone overseas. Although some cities – most notably in Germany,
Austria and the Netherlands – have managed to retain much of their traditional industry base,
this is not the case across Europe. In many European cities, this deindustrialization process has
seen a break in the long-established connection between speciﬁc industries (shipbuilding, metal
working, etc.), particular companies and the communities within which they were based. An
afﬁnity between families, communities and employers no longer exists – as the new sectors
operate differently. Permanent, high skilled jobs for life have long been a thing of the past.
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In those cities with this heavy industry heritage, it played a particularlyy importa
important
ant aspect of the
asked in
n the
th
he 1990s and
transition to adulthood for young men. The impact of this shift was ma
masked
rop
pe. F
or m
any males
2000s by the long boom in the construction industry across much of Eur
Europe.
For
many
fferred
da
n ope
en door. But
wishing to leave school and go straight into manual work, construction offered
an
open
w le
ess eeasy.
asy..
the crisis has affected this sector more than most, so that pathway is now
less
striess. A
nd th
hey also had
Young men saw their fathers, uncles, brothers and cousins in these industries.
And
they
ence in
in these
thesee traditional
the support of a mentor as they underwent an apprenticeship experience
sectors. As a consequence:
werre presented
prresented with
“Historically, young men had role models to help them into manhood. They were
ble to support
supporrt a wife and
a virilising idea. They would look after their parents, earn enough to be able
rchal, n
ot a structure to
children, and end their life as respected elders. It was sexist and patriarchal,
not
or w
orking-class
applaud, but ingrained over generations. Now there are few realistic role models ffor
working-class
ts of bein
ng a ffuture
uture ffamily
amily
young men to emulate that would gain them self-respect, and their prospects
being
‘breadwinner’ are dim.”
artt off what
what has
has
The reshaping of urban labour markets that have replaced these sectorss forms pa
part
hant servic
ce ssectors
ectors th
hat
been called the feminization of the city. In this analysis the triumphant
service
that
ences; com
mmunicationss;
are now prevalent, require a very different set of skills and competences;
communications;
teamworking; people skills and emotional intelligence.
or yyoung
oung w
omen. Butt
On a positive note, these changes have created new opportunities ffor
women.
articipatiion rates aree
this picture varies dramatically across Europe. Female labour markett p
participation
n sseveral
everal Me
editerrranean
inconsistent and highest in the Scandinavian countries whilst lowest in
Mediterranean
tttitudes tow
ward
ds w
omen
Member States. And within communities there are differing cultural attitudes
towards
women
ork in thee o
pen llabour
abo
our
in the workplace. For example, many young Muslim women wishing to w
work
open
market must struggle hard to convince their families.
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And for some youn
young people from minority backgrounds – or amongst the less well-connected
indigenous com
mmu
community
– lack of social capital is a signiﬁcant barrier to ﬁnding work. The old
phrase “It’s nott w
what you know, it’s who you know” remains relevant despite the advances
made in equal o
p
opportunity
legislation. In our socially networked society, having access to
networks and kn
now
knowing
people on the inside (for example, for access to internships, which are
not always open
nly a
openly
advertised) remains increasingly important. For young people new to an area,
or living in a fa
amil with weak social connections, breaking into the labour market can be that
family
much more dif
fﬁcul
difﬁ
cult.
And knowing p
eopl can be particularly helpful in deterring stereotypes. One of the disadvantages
people
of networks iss thatt they can be self-perpetuating and for employers this can mean a tendency to
recruit “peopl
le llike
ike us.”
“people
“All the people like us are We, and everyone else is They.” (Kipling)
news
Thiss is bad new
ws ffor
o young people from minority groups, who have to struggle to overcome
pr
rejudice. A go
ood example of this self-perpetuating recruitment model comes from the Port of
prejudice.
good
R
otterdam whe
ere tthe workforce was disproportionately made up of middle-aged white men –
Rotterdam
where
iin
n stark
sta
ark contrast
contrrast to the city’s wider population proﬁle. Rotterdam Port has now introduced an
iinnovative
nnova
ative rec
cruitm
recruitment
model to diversify its workforce in response to this skewed situation.
T
hese ne
egative a
ssu
These
negative
assumptions
amongst recruiters can also apply to ‘bad neighbourhoods’, which
ha
ave reputation
ns ffor
o worklessness that makes employers wary of their residents. In this respect,
have
reputations
tthe
he bad n
eighbo
ourh
neighbourhood-no
jobs syndrome is also self-perpetuating. How can you shake off a bad
p
ostcode w
hen a
pp
or work?
postcode
when
applying
for
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All of the evidence indicates that prolonged periods of inactivity have long-term effects on
young people. OECD experts have deﬁned this as ‘scarring’ because of the sustained impact that
youth unemployment has on these people in later life.
And this goes beyond the economic sphere, as an important UK study showed. Data from the 1970
British Birth Cohort Study indicated that being NEET (Not in Education, Employment or Training)
for six months is likely to mean that by the age of 21 a young man is more than four times more
likely to be out of work; three times more likely to have depression and mental health issues; ﬁve
times more likely to have a criminal record; and six times less likely to have any qualiﬁcations.
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Many of the voices contributing to our report have referred to the important role of schools
in preparing young people for work and for adult life. Apart from their home environments,
schools are the second biggest inﬂuencers in the socialization of most young people. Yet, it is
in Europe’s cities that we often ﬁnd the very best schools, but also where we ﬁnd those where
standards are lowest.
In some European countries, the quality gap between schools is limited and this applies equally
to their cities. In these cases, levels of social cohesion are high and an ethos of fairness underpins
the entire education system. As a consequence, there are high rates of social mobility linked to
education (Wilkinson and Pickett). Unfortunately, such systems are in the minority, and in most
countries urban schools combine the best and worst examples nationally.

The pattern of failing schools in deprived neighbourhoods is a widely recognised urban
phenomenon. An established pattern is one of decline involving negative spirals where deprived
neighbourhood schools are subject to:
- Declining quality in teaching
- High staff turnover and failure to attract good candidates
- Sinking reputations and poor results
Once this decline starts, it can be hard to arrest as those with choices undertake a ‘selfsustaining ﬂight’ (Szalai). In some cities there is a strong ethnic dimension to this debate, where
middle-class (usually white) families move out under the impression that standards fall as a
neighbourhood becomes more diverse. Obviously, this is disastrous for schools that need the
most support. A factor in this is the fact that school budgets are based on local population data
and in neighbourhoods with signiﬁcant numbers of new overseas arrivals, it may take some
time for these changes to be registered and fed into the system. In the meantime, withdrawal of
middle-class children (usually from indigenous families) can further skew the balance.
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Certain
nly, fo
or new arrivals, particularly those lacking the hos
Certainly,
for
host language, succeeding in school can
be a cha
allen
nge. However, the evidence indicates that attitude
be
challenge.
attitudes towards education within families
and ccommunities
om
mmu
unities are key determinants here, as is the educat
and
educational level of children’s parents. And
it is
is iimportant
mporta
ant to note that educational performance of di
it
different migrant communities varies
dram
maticallly. Evidence from those EU Member States track
dramatically.
tracking such data makes this clear. For
exam
mple, iin
n the UK the highest performing (male) pupils in terms of results are those of Chinese
example,
and Indian
Indian origin whilst white boys and African-Caribbe
and
African-Caribbean boys are amongst the poorest
achiieverrs (
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Alongside this debate about inner-city schools, is the wider one relating to the relevance of the
contemporary school curriculum. Time and again we hear that schools are just not preparing
yyoung
oung people for the world of work. Here at least, there seems to be a consensus between
eemployers
mployers and young people!
In our “advanced economies”, the prevalent culture is one w
where return on investment must be
measured by results. This is especially so as money gets tight
tighter and competition for public sector
funds increases. For schools, performance is usually measu
measured by qualiﬁcations achieved, and
they are rewarded for the numbers they get through the syste
system. As we know, behaviour follows
funding, so this is another self-perpetuating pattern, where schools that succeed in getting exam
results continue to focus narrowly on that.
This results-based model has a number of drawbacks. First o
of all, unless the curriculum it relates
to reﬂects
reﬂects what employers need, then there is a risk of signiﬁcant rupture in the education-labour
market interface. The education curriculum for schools is se
set at the national level, and in some
cases – for example those countries with the Dual System model – employers have a strong
inﬂuence.
inﬂuence. This is not the case in most European states howe
however.
Secondly, this formal education model does not take sufﬁc
sufﬁcient account of the other skills and
characteristics young people possess. This rigid framework will narrowly capture academic or
vocational competencies but will fail to reﬂect
reﬂect a much wid
wider skillset that young people might
have. In this respect, the system is a product of an earlier er
era when the labour market was more
static, more predictable and it was much easier to understa
understand what the job market was looking
for.
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Although schools and career guidance professionals might pretend otherwise, any concept of a
perfect education-labour market ﬁt has been turned on its head. Take for example the impact
of social-media and ICT on every transactional area of life. The Internet was already rewriting
the business rule-book before the advent of social media. Since then, businesses have been
playing catch up as new ways of engaging with clients come on stream almost daily. The longterm impact of tools like YouTube and Facebook for the labour market are barely understood.
In the meantime, what were once safe professional sectors – Banking, IT, the public sector,
construction – are shedding jobs across Europe whilst “bad-boy” hackers have the kind of skills
most companies would pay a lot for.
In reality, as the pace of change increases, schools will struggle further, and they will need to
decide the extent to which they provide a basic education – literacy, numeracy, core ICT skills
etc – rather than trying to second-guess future labour demand. Or they might even adapt the
curriculum to take better account of young people’s passions and talents. What Sir Ken Robinson
has called the Learning Revolution (on www.ted.com). That way, we will have more young
people leaving school aware of their own talents and conﬁdent in their own abilities.

In the meantime, satisfaction levels with schools in urban areas remain a serious concern.
Although they should be a key mechanism to help young people to realise their hopes and
dreams, too often they operate like people factories focusing only on numbers and results. For
example, following the English city riots, a major Neighbourhood Survey of areas affected was
conducted. A key ﬁnding was that only 43% of residents felt that schools prepared young people
adequately for work (Riots Communities and Victims Panel). So, looking to the future, we should
ask how youth workers and other stakeholders can work more effectively with urban schools.
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Life on the street...
Many of Europe’s cities are characterised by large post-war housing estates, which are often
located in the outskirts of the commercial centres. Once seen as the solution to slum housing
in the west, many of these high and medium-rise neighbourhoods now house the city’s poorest
residents. In the former Communist states, large residential blocks are also commonplace.
Many of these have bad reputations, and are home to cities’ most deprived communities,
including the Roma.
Across Europe, these large residential blocks create a number of social problems for all residents,
including young people. Amongst these are the weak transport links between many peripheral
areas and the city centres. Particularly in those cities where bus services have been privatized, the
frequency is poor – with late evening buses an anomaly – and fares high. This makes it difﬁcult
for young people to engage in the social and cultural life of the city. It also limits the access to
labour market opportunities outside core business hours.
Another basic environmental issue is the simple lack of outdoor space. Young people living in
overcrowded accommodation with their families can struggle to ﬁnd open areas where they can
hang out with friends or kick a ball around. And the erosion of community trust means that older
people can feel concerned when they see groups of youth congregating together. This derives
from negative perceptions of young people – often fuelled by the media – and in some places
has resulted in municipalities legislating against young people being on the street at night. In
June 2012 the local authority in Bangor, North wales placed a curfew on young people aged
under 16 being in the town centre unaccompanied by an adult after 2200h.
In cities where gang activity is prevalent, young people may only feel safe in their own
immediate neighbourhood. In many cities, gangs operate in strictly deﬁned geographical areas,
with intruders straying into opposing territories at their peril. Consequently, young people have
a mental map of the safe and ‘no-go‘ areas in their town. For some young people, joining a gang
is a logical step when there is little support or role-model behaviour in the family home. Another
factor can be negative peer pressure, where youngsters are pressured into joining a gang. Recent
investigations into gangland activity in South London heard from young people who considered
it unsafe not to join a gang – and had done so as the only means of guaranteeing protection from
others.
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In neighbourhoods with bad reputations, relations between the police and young people are
often difﬁcult. In November 2005, French President Jacque Chirac proclaimed that normality
had returned to banlieues across France, which he deﬁned as between 50 and 150 cars being
torched every night. After extensive rioting, where the number had escalated to almost 1,500
vehicles being burnt every night, this was hailed as a signiﬁcant achievement. What is normality
on the streets of Europe’s most disadvantaged neighbourhoods? Hooded youths openly dealing
drugs in the streets? Older people staying indoors from late afternoon onwards? No go areas for
outsiders and the police?
Analysis of the French riots of 2005 indicated that relationships between the police and the
‘sans-papiers’ were widely perceived to be a factor in the involvement of young minorities in the
French banlieue disturbances.(Fauroux) This has also been a consistent message from successive
generations of urban unrest in England. For example, research into the causes of the English
2011 riots identiﬁed lack of trust in the police as a key contributory factor. One in three people
surveyed thought that the police were corrupt. This damaging perception was exacerbated by
ﬁndings that local satisfaction rates with the police were much lower amongst ethnic minority
respondents (64%) than amongst white ones (77%). This coincides with previous investigations
of English city riots – most notably those in Brixton and Toxteth in the 1980s. Despite thirty years
of police reform and attempts to tackle this issue, it remains problematic.
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We’ve heard about young people joining gangs because it’s what their mates have done. This
is a risky business, but the transition to adulthood is a time when people often feel impelled to
take risks and to push boundaries. Assessing and managing risks is a feature of responsible
adulthood, so this is appropriate and welcome. However, when negative peer pressure comes
into play, the stakes in the risk game become much higher. Consequently, many young people in
urban areas are exposed to examples of dangerous and irresponsible behaviour.
Where alcohol and drugs are ubiquitous, young people can feel under pressure to show that they
are ‘hard enough’ to indulge. Pushing the boundaries can extend to other antisocial behaviours,
such as vandalism and petty crime. Bored young people looking for excitement can get a shortterm rush from engaging in this kind of activity. For most, this is a passing phase, conﬁrmed
by the fact that crime statistics in most countries peak around the age of 19. But for those who
are caught, a criminal record can harm their future prospects and some who enter the criminal
justice system for more serious offences ﬁnd it hard to break out of a cycle of criminal behaviour.
For both genders, there is a pressure to indulge in risky sexual behaviour. In a society where
sexualized images are everywhere, this is hardly surprising. For young women in particular, the
consequences can be severe, and rates of teenage pregnancy remain high in many EU Member
States. Where they are lowest – for example in the Netherlands – is where quality sex-education
is built into the curriculum. Unfortunately, many cultures across Europe remain ambivalent to
this type of intervention, with damaging results for young people.
Having the strength to resist negative peer pressure is not easy. Young people who do not
conform to social norms risk isolation and bullying. It is easier to go with the ﬂow than to step
back from the crowd – particularly if you are alone. Being different can be frightening, and
standing up for who you are can take guts. For young gay people, life can be particularly difﬁcult
– and frequently dangerous due to homophobic behaviour. Standing tall is not always easy.
Young people who are sure of themselves and who have positive role models are better placed to
do this. Their ability to draw upon what sociologists call resilience equips them to make the right
decisions and gives them the strength to stand up to others.
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Many young people in the most disadvantaged neighbourhoods do not have the kind of lifestart that exposes them to positive role models. Rough neighbourhoods have more than their fair
share of dysfunctional adults whose children start out with signiﬁcant obstacles. The neediness
of the parents – who themselves have often been poorly parented – means that they struggle to
give their children the levels of support they need. This negative intergenerational cycle is a
familiar pattern across Europe.
In the past this was less of an issue. Neighbourhood residents would assume responsibility in
the raising of every local child – akin to the African saying “It takes a village to raise a child.”
Neighbours would tell children off for misbehaving – for example by asking youngsters to keep
their feet off the seats on a bus. In some parts of Europe adults will now shy away from this
responsibility – afraid of the consequences. This is partly due to a loss of social cohesion, whereby
people are less likely to know one another, due to resident turnover – and increased diversity.
Alongside this is a fear of the unknown, and a growing reluctance to ‘get involved’.
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However, a central feature of the wider economic crisis has been a shock to the housing system
in many parts of Europe. This has disproportionately hit cities with a number of consequences
for the young. The net effect has been a severe reduction in the availability of affordable housing
in many urban areas and an increase in levels of youth homelessness (Quilgars) – particularly
in a small number of EU states. The reasons for this are complex, but they include rising housing
costs, domestic violence and inter family tensions.
As a result, there are more young vulnerable people living on our city streets, in several Member
States. At the same time, others are reluctantly living in their parental homes placing families
under huge pressure.
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Living
L
ivvin
ng iin
n an iintegrated
ntegrated safe community
y is something that m
most people enjoy. Feeling part of that
ccommunity
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munityy – and sharing its values - is an important factor in social cohesion – the strong bond
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However, the growing diversity
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where particular groups settle in parts of
ccities
ities – a phenomenon that is attractive to newcomers seek
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ssupport.
upport. This can be a vital beneﬁt to minority residents, how
however it can also have disadvantages.
In some cities, different cultural and ethnic groups live paral
parallel lives where there are low levels of
interaction between communities. Young people growing u
up in such neighbourhoods may have
limited access either to the mainstream host culture – or to other minority communities living
in other parts of the city. Sometimes this can be other comm
communities living a few streets away. In
such cases the risk of intercommunity tension is ever presen
present:
“A city can consist of socially cohesive but increasingly divided neighbourhoods,. The stronger the ties that bind loc
local communities, the greater
may be the social, racial or religious conflict between them. The point is
that social cohesion at neighbourhood level is by no means unambiguously
a good thing.”(Kearns and Forrest)
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Analysis of the 2011 English city riots explored the possibility that in some cities – most notably
Birmingham – intercommunity tension was an issue. This focused on the death of three young
Asian men after being hit by a vehicle driven by African-Caribbeans. Investigations of earlier
urban disturbances – for example of the Northern English cities in the early 1990s also indicated
that this lack of integration between communities was a root cause of the tension. In the wake
of these disorders, cities like Leeds have invested heavily in “community partnership” models,
which support community leaders to engage directly with local authority heads.
In the globalized city, telecommunications have added another layer to the debate about
network engagement and communal connection. People can now live in one city but be in
continuous contact with other communities around the world. Again, there are many positive
aspects to this – particularly for those with ties to overseas cultures. Access to television and news
services means that people can physically live in one place but psychologically inhabit another.
Social media tools and web-based telephony also support these possibilities. In doing so
they nourish and strengthen cultural roots – but at times at the cost of diluting the sense of
attachment to the host city. Young people, comfortable with social media tools – and often
equally comfortable with notions of dual identity – are particularly subject to this phenomenon.
And the option to ‘opt out’ through ICT is an option that is open to all young people. For some,
PlayStation is an easier reality to cope with than the one they ﬁnd on the streets. Gaming has its
strengths – for example it can equip them with skills that have workplace relevance – but it can
also discourage socialization. This is a relatively new phenomenon, whose long-term impacts are
not yet fully understood. However, people speak of the effect of ‘e-solation’ where young people’s
levels of engagement with gaming encourages behaviours which are anti-social and which may,
ultimately, be bad for their mental health.
In such cases, youth become less visible. This can mean that their support problems go unidentiﬁed
and unsupported. This issue of visibility and connection to the outside world is a recurring theme
in modern life. In cities across Europe, support agencies can struggle to maintain relationships with
those young people who have limited or no connection with their neighbourhood and its networks.
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“Tabloid junkie”
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In fact, in our society you don’t have to look far to ﬁnd negative images
Thanks to the media they are everywhere! And accusations of laziness are not the worst o
off it!
ediia
Images of hooded young people hanging out in dimly lit city corners is one of the strongest m
media
uring
g
images and the language of the media feeds fears of immoral youth gangs out of control. Du
During
ctives
the English riots of 2011 the national media almost emptied their stock of the worst adjec
adjectives
describing young people on the streets, as follows:
British youths are the most unpleasant and violent in the world (Daily Mail 10 August
Au
ugust
2011)
Flaming morons (Daily Express, 9 August 2011)
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Finding the youth voice
In all this media cacophony around youth, who actually speaks for young people themselves?
What we ﬁnd in many of our cities is that young people struggle to make their voices heard. In
particular, there are challenges to getting their perspective heard in formal political channels.
Few administrations have transversal youth departments – with youth issues covering a variety
of policy areas. The formal political system – usually consisting of long established parties – pays
little or no attention to youth issues. As many have no votes, it is easy to ignore their concerns.
Across much of Europe, youth has felt the full force of the economic crisis, with savage cuts in
education and support services commonplace across the continent. Young people have found it
hard to respond through the established channels.
So, the crisis has only thrown light on the long-standing problem of youth political representation. Disillusion with the mainstream political parties amongst the young is not a recent
phenomenon. Participation levels amongst young eligible voters have sharply declined in many
EU countries over past decades. It appears that young people have responded to the unsatisfactory
offer from the mainstream parties in several ways.
These include staying away from polling booths and leaving the old established parties for single
issue and protest-based groups. For example, the rise of the Pirate party in Germany, a largely
urban phenomenon, has largely been fuelled by the disillusion of the young. Worryingly, in
several member states this has seen a rise in youth votes cast for extremist parties, including
those with xenophobic perspectives. This underlines the risk that at difﬁcult times people of all
ages seek scapegoats.
Others have abandoned the formal political process altogether – but this does not mean that
they have no political views. Rather that they no longer have faith in the mainstream framework.
The ‘Occupy movement’ is a good example of this. The economic crisis threatens to trigger fullscale political crisis unless voters can be persuaded of the effective leadership of the established
parties. Young people are amongst the most sceptical that this can be achieved, and unless they
are actively encouraged to participate in the political process, increasing numbers will opt out or
turn to minority extremist parties.
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“On the road to nowhere”
Reading through this long list of issues, it’s not hard to understand why so many young people
feel angry, depressed and disconnected. An important message from the English and French city
riots was that many of the young participantss felt that they had nothing to lose. They broke the
ds because they felt little or no connection to it, and
law and set ﬁre to their own neighbourhoods
felt that mainstream society had nothing to offer them. Young people in Athens, Barcelona and
ustration and lack of faith in the system.
Moscow have taken to the streets through frustration
How can we support urban youth in such difﬁcult
difﬁcult times? What is the role of youth workers,
ng with the young? And what can young people
teachers, social workers and others working
themselves do?
In the following chapters, we will explore the scope for new partnership models and will highlight
ch Youth in Action and other programmes can help
effective work that is already in place, which
disseminate further.
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“Dance in the dark”
How can we shine a spotlight on the answers to these challenging urban problems? Many of
them are deep-seated; structural issues that have deﬁed solution for decades. How can we still
“dance in the dark”?
Our approach is two-fold:
In this chapter, we explore the key questions around good practice – looking beyond individual
examples to consider the learning processes involved.
In Chapter 4 (page 46) we will then discuss the underlying elements of successful work that
this study has identiﬁed, and we refer to speciﬁc examples, which illustrate these in practice.
So, what works, or what is good practice in promoting social innovations and cohesion in urban
environments? How can we shift practice to get better results? Critically, how can we work more
effectively ‘with’ young people to improve and develop services and opportunities?
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There seems to be a common idea running through the entire innovation debate concerning
the core of good practice. The basic model has so far been co-creation between science, public
sector and business. This model now often includes a fourth strand: real and deeper customer
and citizen involvement, into the process at all stages – ideas, planning, piloting, developing
and executing.
So, upfront, the key message for the re-invention for strategies, policies and practices is
developing good practices for co-creation with citizens and customers. For us, this means new
ways of working directly with young people in (sub)urban areas.
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What is ‘good practice’?
There is general agreement in the good practice debate, that at the end of the day, practice is
always local and contextual, locally “embedded”, and in this sense there is no ‘silver bullet’
of good practice that solves all issues for young people in urban areas. But there are plenty of
examples of practices, policies and approaches that do work and make a difference.
Continuing our music analogy, all good songs consist of the same chords and notes, but in unique
combinations. There is no end for creativity in creating new songs from those same chords and
notes. And what is more, those chords and notes are only the ‘script’ of good music. A living band
is needed to breathe life into it, and perform it – for and with audiences.
Much in the same way the essence of good practice is not in separate tools, methods or concepts,
but rather in the unique combination of them, ﬁt for purpose and circumstances, and ﬁrst and
foremost, in the activity of teams, ‘communities of practice’ , to make them work.
Any good idea of promoting cohesion needs to be ﬁtted into the local circumstances, and it can
only be done by “communities of practice”, the ‘bands’. Even the best and most ingenious of
individual practices is always embedded in a community of practice, and can only be sustained
in it. In this sense the practices are not “components” or commodities, but rather manifestations
of a “community whole”(Senge), very much like the chords, notes and bands do not exist in
a vacuum, but constitute a living network. To perform and be on a tour, a band needs players
of different instruments, singer(s), composers, writers, managers, producers, record contracts,
roadies, bus drivers, technicians, sound technicians...and so on.
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What is “good”? Good refers something effective, vvaluable and useful in a particular context.
ques
Whether it is good in another context, is a question
of trying it out and ﬁtting into the
circumstances. What is good, or indeed best, is relati
relative.
We can distinguish different ‘stages’ of good practice, depending on their maturity, evidence, and
the learning process needed to assimilate it.

1. Interesting practice: ‘That sounds interesting for o
our purposes’
2. Promising practice: ‘That could work in our circum
circumstances’
3. Good practice: ‘This is how it works with necessar
necessary connections in our circumstances’
4.Sustainable good practice: ‘This is how it is sustain
sustained and re-invented in our circumstances’
The
T
he ﬁrst stage is ‘hearing the dog whistle’, becoming interested in something (often by chance).
Th
his is ‘interesting practice’. Digging into it furthe
This
further – reading ‘scripts of practice’, speaking to
peo
ople who have actually practiced it, imagining w
people
what this could mean in my own context,
d
isccussing with colleagues and teams, it becomes ‘‘pr
discussing
‘promising practice’.
Butt there is still considerable distance from this to actually practising it in one’s own context.
Thi
is calls for active assimilation through a learning process. The practice needs to be embedded
This
your context with active engagement and co-creation
co-crea
in your
of a wide variety of stakeholders. Then
can become ‘‘good practice
n the ground. If it survives the rough road of
it can
practice’,’, which really exists on
cha
anging circumstances, political terms and the roller
ro
o
changing
coaster of the economy, it might even
beccome ‘sustainable good practice’. But this calls forr good enabling and supportive governance,
become
m
anagement and policy frameworks.
management
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Dancing together on
different floors
There is different activity on the different ‘ﬂoors’ of the city. Youth work is not the only one
to dance on the urban dance ﬂoor. Young people are in contact with a variety of people and
with different public, private and voluntary services. Good practice exists on all these ﬂoors. Cooperation between different teams and in cross-sectorial partnerships is more likely to work than
interventions on your youth work island. Add to that the co-production with young people and
true co-governance to build bridges in decision-making.
A big challenge is get the young people onto the dance ﬂoor to dance their own dance. The
whole debate about good practice is about re-inventing and repositioning young people’s activity
towards the system, the available services and us, the professionals (youth workers, community
workers, teachers, educators, sports coaches,…).
All good practices emphasise the importance of identifying the real societal and individual
needs in a sensitive way, and to validate the practices against the needs and the context. In good
practice young people are no longer just objects of activity, or targets of “ready-made” products,
but more and more co-creators of the service or product.
This means a paradigm change in perceiving the role of youth work and other urban
interventions. It means, that methods need to activate, empower and engage the young people
and the communities they are part of. Citizen activity, participation projects and voluntary
activity are strong themes in good practice. Many different methods have been developed for this
purpose, like cultural mediation, one-stop-shops, different kinds of citizen fora and devolving
responsibilities and decision making to citizens (like Youth Parliaments, Young people’s
Juries,…).
It all comes, at the end of the day, to the question of an active civil society and enhancing
democracy and participation.
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What does this mean for
youth work?
The
T
he pa
paradox
aradox here is the best services and yo
youth work would make the young people more and
more compe
etent to handle their problems tthemselves, without these services. So good youth
competent
w
ork is some
ethiing that ﬁrst and foremost empowers
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something
and activates the young people.
The contact
contact with
h the young people is of biggest
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o good practice. The old m
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Learning new dances
from others
The aim of good practice learning and workplace development is to reach broader, rather than
individual or micro-level changes. The aim is to spread the practices for those, who have not
directly participated in the process.
But it is a common ﬁnding that good practice does not travel well. Never mind about the
challenges of “dancing on the different ﬂoors” – how about taking your dance, or band, on a
tour?
When creating and developing good practice, often disproportionate attention is paid to the
“what”, instead of “how”. The “what” is knowledge of the design of the innovative practice. The
“how” is the knowledge of the process and dissemination of the good practice (Alasoini). It is the
‘how’ where we are weak.
Design knowledge is knowledge about the key ‘components’ of the good practice – in our
musical context, the chords and notes.
Process knowledge is building and rehearsing the band to breathe life into those chords and
notes. Dissemination is taking the band on a tour.
Alasoini argues that what is needed on top of design knowledge is process knowledge. The change
processes are either expert-driven or participatory, either monologue-oriented or dialogue-oriented.
Alasoini states: “This means that the interaction between the parties can generate solutions that
are genuinely more evolved than would be possible through the independent effort of any one
party”. This is the essence of good co-creation: ﬁnding solutions that work better.
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A dialogue-oriented approach means that in their mutual interaction, the parties are prepared
to genuinely listen and understand each other and consequently also prepared to critically
analyse their own starting points and adjust them (Gustavsen
(Gustavsen). Research has also proven, that
the adoption of an innovation via a dialogic process and ‘re-inv
‘re-invention’ locally is more sustainable
than expert-driven top-down practices.(Rogers)
w
There are different strategies to enhance dissemination, which
range from traditional linear
models to non-linear learning networks.
The traditional linear strategy focusses on the disseminati
dissemination to particular target-groups and
audiences through information campaigns, websites, work
workshops and lectures to the receivers
of those good practices.
Overlapping
O
verlapping the creation and the reception of good practic
practice, by using various arrangements
o
off ‘masters’, ‘journeymen’ and ‘apprentices’ has a far large
larger impact. The apprentices (of the
rreceivers
ecceivers of good practice) already participate in the conc
conceptualisation and creation of the
n
ew p
ractice. This means that the ‘up-and-coming’ band has a chance to play with the old
new
practice.
h
an
ndss, a
nd learn the blues.
hands,
and
Di
Dissemination
issemiination can also be enhanced by enriching actual ‘‘demonstrations’ of good practices
w
ith a vvariety
arriety of methods to communicate and illustrate the
with
them such as storytelling, metaphors,
p
lay, p
icturres, sound,... It is different to learn to dance from a book than to actually dance with
play,
pictures,
ssomeone.
om
meonee.
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An enabling urban framework
It is ﬁne to create new practice here and there, but at the end of the day, cities need a wellfunctioning framework to enable positive agency and transitions for the young people at
the critical points in their lives. This calls for not just separate good practices, but a set of
interconnected good practices, where, again, the ‘borderlands’ – the transitions from one activity
to the other, both for the young people and to the actors and services helping them.
A strong message coming from the investigation is the need for honest and sustainable
commitment from decision-makers to promote the youth cause in urban environments. They
need to create a framework to enable effective youth work interventions in our cities and make
co-creation with young people possible.
Another strong message is delivering crosscutting services in and with communities. Solutions
delivered with hands-on and within-communities approaches work better. This calls for nothing
less than re-inventing and re-structuring youth work, public services and partnerships. Here
particularly, the role of (non-formal) education, guidance, coaching and hands-on brokerage to
prevent drop out, and secure positive transitions stands out.
There is a whole new set of intermediary activities, professions and businesses evolving. Peer
brokerage and coaching by young people is particularly successful. This holds true for both
providing second chance re-launches for young people dropping out of education, but also for
ﬁnding work or developing skills.
In the following chapter, we explore these and other good practice themes in more detail, and
refer to interventions that provide good examples on the ground.
Then, in the ﬁnal section (page 70), we return to key structural questions raised here to consider
the implications for your youth work and SALTO Inclusion’s urban youth strategy.
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Start to make a difference

In the previous section we talked about how practice should be to be good. We explored the
deep-rooted issues of how we can “dance in the dark” and make a difference. What new moves
do we need to learn to embed new ideas and practices in our youth work interventions. We spoke
about the distinctive nature of each song – each example of practice – and the challenge of simply
transposing that somewhere else and expecting it to sound the same. The rich ecosystem around
each practice means that when that same song is repeated somewhere else, it never sounds
exactly the same.
Youth in Action provides a framework for transnational exchange and learning. Its core aim is
to build capacity, improve practice and, ultimately, to have a greater impact on young people.
Lots of good practice has been developed within and outside the YiA programme. Youth in
Action even provides the possibility to share and disseminate good practice with other youth and
community workers.
More info about Youth in Action at http://ec.europa.eu/youth/
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Butt, as we’ve already pointed out, it’s not enough to ssimply copy a good practice and expect it
But,
o ﬂourish. ‘Good practice’ is a relative concept – something
so
to
which is effective, valuable and
useful in a particular context. In this chapter the good p
useful
practice themes – our musical chords – are
recurrent in the effective interventions that we see out in the ﬁeld. They underpin much of the
recurrent
su
uccessful work that takes place already across Europe. Looking ahead, there is much to build on,
successful
an
nd these foundations are tried and tested.
and
The themes discussed below are the elements of good
goo practice that came through from the
The
‘U
Urban Solutions’ stakeholder seminar in Birmingham, as well as from our wider research work.
‘Urban
Where these are in place, effective work with young people is going on. Where it is missing,
Where
orrganisations struggl
le to support young people effecti
organisations
struggle
effectively. So, in each section we consider one
these good practice themes – the song chords – and refer to speciﬁc practices where we can
off these
seee them in positi
ion.
see
position.
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Investing in young people
That we need to invest in young people may seem like an obvious
ous thing to say. However, in
er a universal perspective.
times like this it is a central point to make, because this is no longer
ng
Sitting in Birmingham, speaking with young people and those who support them, a stron
strong
message came through. This was that an initial response of the UK Coalition Government to
beeen
the crisis was to cut public sector investment in young people. They felt that they had been
abandoned, and that decision-makers had demonstrated how littlee they mattered.
bout
Across the Channel there are other cities which are making important statements ab
about
edibly tight. In Barcelona for
continuing to invest in young people, even where money is incredibly
ake
example, youth unemployment levels stand at 35% (2012) and thee city council has had to ma
make
signiﬁcant and difﬁcult decisions around budget cuts. However, the administration has fought
ople. Recognizing that the city
to retain much of its youth budget to support its 332,000 young people.
ung
cannot create jobs for the young, the new Youth Plan 2012-2015 will focus on supporting you
young
ultural pride and so on – u
ntil
people through the crisis years – encouraging healthy lifestyles, cultural
until
the turnaround takes place. Even though the economy is damaged, young people in the city have
the feeling that it continues to take them seriously – and that they remain a political priority.
crosss. IItt
Decision makers in Barcelona have understood the importance of getting this message a
across.
ly communicated. Onee way o
is not enough to invest, but critical to ensure that this is effectively
off
lwa
ayss
doing that is to collaborate with youth organisations to produce visible results. Actionss a
always
speak louder than words.
rom
There are good examples of this across Europe, but one which is most interesting comes fr
from
n
Lithuania, where the economic crisis has had a signiﬁcant impact on the economy. There, a
ass iin
ople,
other Baltic states, one of the issues is how to support the most disadvantaged young peo
people,
whilst ensuring the most highly skilled and educated do not leave.
nia, but which has rrecently
ecently
Art Pit is an organisation which began life in Vilnius, Lithuania,
upports young artists – ac
cross
established a new outlet in London. Structured as an NGO, it supports
across
nships with youth, nurtu
uring
all disciplines – and uses culture as a means of building relationships
nurturing
he public and privat
te ssector.
ector.
talent and establishing partnerships with potential partners in the
private
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It also engages in the renovation and reutilization of public space in cities. As such, its working
model provides a good example of the new type of operating that we discussed in the preceding
chapter.
The discography below describes their “Art Square In a Fountain” activity in Kaunas, Lithuania.

Song
title
(project)

Band

Art Pit

(organisation)

Recorded in
Song chords
(good practice features)
Engaging young people in collaborative
ve
creative activityy
Regaining abandoned
d
urban public space
Recycling products
Developing the skills and
capacities of young people

Arrangement
(method description)
Art Pit designs and executes
collaborative art projects. They
employ a team of young artists and
volunteers to deliver these assignments. The
Art Square project involved reclaiming a
disused public fountain from the Communist
period and converting it back into useful
social space. Using old baths to make
the furniture for the area retained
the ‘water’ theme and other
waterproof materials were
used over the 3-month
project period.

Kaunas, Lithuania

Producers
(funders & partners)
Art Pit, Kaunas Municipality and an
A
Ar
independent design team
in

Audience
A
(target group)
Y
Young
people engaged in the project
– end users: entire city population

Wow factor
W
Whacky legacy for the city
of Kaunus

www.artpit.org
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The output from this type of activity is an urban space, open to everyone, and created by talented
young people. It recycles materials, re-energises a dead area and introduces humour at the
same time. A winning combination! In times of uncertainty, this willingness to take risks and be
bold in working alongside youth projects remains vitally important.
Just as important during these times in the need to better integrate services to make money
go further. Often youth issues are diffused across numerous public policy areas, in so-called
‘silo structures’. Often, this fragments resources, encourages service duplication and fuels
competition between differing professions. The losers in the end are the young people needing
services.
As resources reduce, there are pressures across Europe to save money. In most places this includes
cutting youth budgets – as we saw in the English example. But this can provide opportunities to
drive the sort of service changes we spoke about – encouraging new ways of working and fresh
collaboration models. As well as between local authorities and NGOs, this can also mean within
local authorities.
In Oulu, Finland, we have seen interesting examples of the way that municipal services can
combine to work more effectively. In the district of Bystrom, all youth services targeting clients
aged 16-25 have been collocated in a single location. The All In One House model has several
obvious advantages. For young people it means they avoid several visits to different city buildings
– particularly if they are being supported by a number of professional services.
It also means that they can avoid repeating their core information, as agencies working
together share access to data under agreed professional guidelines. For the professional staff,
collocation gives them an opportunity to better understand how other services and colleagues
in other disciplines operate. Evaluation of this approach across Finland has highlighted the fact
that co-location is not an end in itself – and that much of the hard work starts here. Unless it is
accompanied by investment in staff training - for example in relation to joint case management
models and shared working practices – then little service beneﬁt is evident.
A by-product of this close service collaboration in Oulu has been the development of the Jepari
Chat Service. This is an online chat service offered on a weekly basis to young people seeking
advice on a range of law-related topics, which might include bullying, intimidation, racism or
theft.
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rvice is moderated by a
Advice is provided by the local juvenile crime squad, and the chat service
ession – ch
heap to provide
youth worker. The service is popular – attracting around 200 users per session
cheap
w-thresh
hold mechanism
and a good example of inter-agency collaboration. It also provides a low-threshold
for the police to build a trusted relationship with local youth.

Song
title
(project)

Band
(organisation)

Recorded in
Song chords
(good practice features)
res))
Police/youth work collaboration
Support service for young people
e
suffering bullying etc
Mix of web-based and
face to face service
Building trusted relationship
between young people and police
Anonymous service

Arrangement
(method description)
On line chat services provided on
regular basis every week. A youth worker
hosts the chat and the juvenile crime squad
provides guidance and advice.

Oulu Police &
Oulu Youth Work Service
e
Oulu, Finland

Producers
((funders & partners)
Youth Affairs Department,
Yo
artment, C
City
ity
ty o
off O
Oulu
ulu

Audience
A
ce
((target group)
roup)
A young people in Finland
All
Finl
nla
nl
lan
and (web
and
(w
web
e
service
goes
Oulu)
s
oes beyond Ou
ulu))

Wow factor
W
Low threshold,
shold
d, cond
d,
conducted
duct
cted
d in
n re
real
eal
time and engages
young
people
ng
gag
ages
es with yo
es
oung pe
p
ople
wherever they
are.
ey a
re.
e.

http://urbansolutions.
tions.
posterous.com/jepari-chat
epari-chat
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So, what are tthe
he k
key
ey po
points
oints from
m thiss good practice? One of the principal lessons from the
English city riots wass tthe
he imp
porttance o
importance
off continuing to invest in young people – and being seen
to do so. One way
way off doing
doing this iss to
to effectively
eff
communicate with young people using all of
the available ch
hannells – including
in
ncludin
ng ssocial
ocia media, which is increasingly a key tool. Another is to
channels
support projectss tthat
hatt a
re iin
n the p
ublic eeye and where the results are visible – such as the Art in
are
public
Fountains work iin
nK
aunas.
Kaunas.
Finally, investm
ment in
in young
young people
people iis more likely to continue if limited resources can be
investment
stretched furth
her. The O
ulu m
odel prov
further.
Oulu
model
provides an insight into two different ways to do this – by
co-locating an
nd combin
ning
g se
ervicces iin
no
r
and
combining
services
order
to promote more effective collaborative working.
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Focus on talent
In Chapter 2 (page 12) where we focus on the challenges, a lot was said about schools. In
particular, a frequent message is the way in which too many young people from city schools leave
with low conﬁdence and self-esteem. Rather than help them identify and nurture their key
talent, it seems that the education system places too much emphasis on what young people can’t
do. Consequently, many young people leave the school system feeling deﬂated and let down.
In fact, an important principle for working successfully with young people is to be reliable,
non-judgmental and encouraging. Those who work effectively with young people place great
emphasis on creating low-threshold services which are easy for them to initially engage with.
No huge commitment is required, and the environment and activities are ones that allow young
people to come in on their own terms – for example, they are neighbourhood-based and offer
activities that are attractive.
In Antwerp, the Youth Competence centres provide a good example of this. In Flanders, the city
has the largest share of inhabitants with a foreign nationality or background – almost one third
– for whom unemployment rates are double the mainstream level. School dropout rates are high
amongst the migrant community and 59.6% of those in secondary school are held back for one
or more years (OECD).
The minority communities are concentrated in two particular city districts. To tackle the
challenges faced by local youth, a consortium including the local authority, NGOs and youth
groups established 3 Youth Competence Centres (YCCs). These were based in the heart of the
communities, and they offered a safe space for young people to get support with homework,
play sports and pursue creative activities. The centres rely heavily on the services of young
advisers – some professional some voluntary – who are often themselves local and from minority
backgrounds.
Through tools like the well-known C-Stick (a USB stick to record young people’s competences),
the centres develop trusted relationships with the young people and focus on their capabilities
and ways to express these. In doing so they help build conﬁdence and counter some of the
negative messages that may have come from their experience of formal education.
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This neighbourhood-based model, focusing on young people’s assets, is working well across
many European cities. As we discuss in Chapter 2, strong levels of social cohesion at the local
level can be valuable commodities here. Although they might limit young people’s horizons at
a later stage, they are helpful initial engagement platforms.
So, if we hop from Antwerp to Berlin, we can see another creative way in which local actors
have built upon the talents of young people. There, each neighbourhood has a long-standing
local management structure, through which partners collaborate. Like Antwerp, Berlin also has
signiﬁcant proportions of young people from migrant backgrounds and some districts are using
this diversity as a positive feature.
Across the city, neighbourhood teams working with schools and young people have created
a series of local walking tours – Route 65 – which build on their local knowledge. The youth
involved will design a walking tour around their neighbourhood that gives the visitor an insight
into their reality. For example, in the district of Wedding, two young Pakistani brothers lead a
walk entitled “Rap and Religion” which reﬂects the two mainstays of their adolescence. In nearby
Neukolln, visitors can take part in Route 68, which is led by a group of young Turkish women.
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Song
title
(project)

Band
(organisation)

Recorded in
Song chords
(good practice features)
Building on young people’ss
interests and assets
Young people taking the lead on
n
design and deliveryy
Providing experience of
collaborative work with public
sector partners
Strong neighbourhood focus
Provides an insight into careers
in the tourism/creative industries

Arrangement
(method description)
Across Berlin, young people (aged 14-18)
from minority backgrounds have designed
and delivered walking tours of their
neighbourhoods aimed at visitors. This
is a partnership project between
local schools and Neighbourhood
Management teams. The tours
reﬂect the young people’s
own perspective of the
neighbourhood, for
example

Berlin Neighbourhood
Management teams
Berlin, Germany

Route 65 is delivered by two Pakistani brothers
who focus on their primary interests of “Rap
w
and
a Religion”. Route 66 covers the
district
of Wedding,
d
edding, but every one is
different. Route 68 in Neukollne
provides
an insight into the lives
p
of young Turkish women.

Producers
P
ucers
(funderss & partners)
Berlin Senate
nate and local schools

Audience
e
(target group)
Young Berliners from minority
nority backgrounds

Wow factor
Highly innovative project empowe
empowering
weri
we
ring
young people and providing
real
work
ng rea
al wo
w
rk
experience

www.route65wedding.de
com/
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The Route Guides model acknowledges the value of the local knowledge held by these young
people. Through their involvement, they acquire a wide variety of skills and aptitudes (planning,
dealing with the public, communications, team-work etc.) that are helpful in the labour market
– but also strong skills for life.
As we discussed in Chapter 2 (page 12), employers often have unhelpful assumptions about
young people, and frequently complain that they are not equipped for the world of work. In
Rotterdam, we have already spoken about the city’s port, and the difﬁculties it faced in attracting
a younger and more diverse workforce. As an employer, they could not seem to attract candidates
from a minority background, whilst young people would look at the corporate workforce and
decide that this was not the type of workplace for them. How to break out of this negative cycle
was a key issue.
Large employers in Rotterdam now have a great service to address this in the form of Hi 5. This
is an NGO that is led and run by young people and which works with two client groups. On the
it h
elps ccorporate
orporate employers to diversify their workforce by assisting them to recruit
one hand,, it
helps
young peop
ple ffrom
rom all backgrounds. On the other hand, it works with young people to
talented young
people
so
ome of their prejudices against particular employers, and to support them into work.
dispel some
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Song
title
(project)

Band

Hi 5

(organisation)

Recorded in
Song chords
(good practice features)
res))
Brokering relations between
employers
and young people
em
e
ffrom
fr
om minority backgrounds
Positive
P
focus on young
people’s assets
Promoting business
case to employers

Arrangement
A
(method description)
H 5w
Hi
works
ork with employers to spot
talent
and ﬁll their vacancies.
ta
The organisation bridges the gap
between
employers and young jobseekers
b
et
from minority backgrounds. A core aim
is to dispel misunderstandings and
negative perceptions amongst both of
their core client groups.

Rotterdam, Netherlands

Producers
((funders & partners)
Blue-chip employers, including TNT and
B
Randstad
R

Audience
A
((target group)
E
Employers
and young job seekers
ffrom ethnic minority backgrounds

Wow factor
Strong focus on the positive and
making the business case for changes
to recruitment practices

http://urbact.eu/ﬁleadmin/
Projects/My_Generation/
documents_media/Hi5_
at_My_Generation_
Network.pdf

Hi5
H
i5 provides
provides an innovative and inspirational model. The organisation has avoided support from
p
ublic funds in order to remain independent and ﬂexible, and as such it provides an example
public
of one
one of the new-breed of players in the complex and evolving environment we described in
of
Chapter 3 (page
(pa 36).
Chapter
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The focus on talent can also provide scope for cities to specialize in particular industrial sectors.
Media is an obvious area where young people can demonstrate their talents, both in relation
to social media and in the wider arena. In Italy, the city of Bologna has demonstrated its
commitment to supporting youth talent through its ﬁnancial support for the Flashgiovani project.
This initiative – managed in partnership with local schools, colleges and youth organisations –
gives young people responsibility for the design and management of the city’s digital youth
portal.

Song
title
(project)

Band

Bologna Municipality

(organisation)

Recorded in
Song chords
(good practice features)
Giving trust and control to young people
le
Using ICT as magnet to attractt
young participants
Investing resources in
young people
Young people directly providing
useful public service to
their peers

Arrangement
(method description)
Flashgiovani is a network of web
portals run by young people for young
people and supported by the Youth Ofﬁce of
Bologna City Council. The portals include
speciﬁc sites covering a variety of topics
including News, Film, Comics and Music.
It also hosts a TV channel – the ﬁrst
one online in the city. Flashgiovani
was designed to provide a shop
window to showcase the
talents of local youth.

Bologna, Italy
iversi
s ty
Working in partnership with the university
and local schools, it provides opportunities
rtuniiti
ties
tie
for
and
fo young people to gain technical
cal skills an
nd
to display their artistic products.
oduccts
t .

Producers
P
((funders & partners)
rs)
Bologna Municipality
ity – U
Urban
rban
rban
rb
Living Department and
NGOs
L
d NG
GOss
across the city

Audience
(target group)
Bologna’s youth population
ion

Wow factor
Impressive web-based information
portal – run by and for young people
le

www.ﬂashgiovani.it
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“Fight the power”
This strong focus on talent and building relationships around what young people can do can be
seen in projects across Europe. However, in the Netherlands interesting work has been done to
formalise this within the mainstream youth work approach. Irma van Hoorik’s work emphasises
the key interface role that youth workers play between home, school and the community.
The Dutch model also places strong emphasis on the notion of ‘rights and responsibilities’ and
the importance of establishing and respecting boundaries. An important starting point here is the
belief that young people need these clear boundaries, but for a variety of reasons (poor parenting,
cultural confusion etc.) are not always given. This ‘new youth work’ method continues to
recognise the need to build trust with the young person, but it also places a duty on the youth
worker to make tough decisions and to communicate a sense of rights and responsibilities with
the young people they support. At the heart of this, is a notion of ‘active citizenship’ where society
provides certain things but in turn places expectations on the citizen.
This reciprocal relationship is at the heart of the work being undertaken at the Talenthouse in
Rotterdam. In many ways it encapsulates what many youth workers across Europe do as a matter
of course, but it helps us to identify it as a set of principles to underpin work with young people.
A key component of the approach is the principle of co-production, where young people are
active partners in all aspects of service design and delivery – including having a key role to play in
the feedback-learning loop. As we discussed in the previous chapter, here the young bring their
unique insights into the process.
ys important
Giving young people this responsibility shifts our relationship with them and conveys
n them, but
messages about power and trust. We are conferring signiﬁcant responsibility on
ovided by an
expect things back in return. They are no longer passive recipients of a service provided
external agency (the youth worker). Instead, they are an integral part of the service machinery,
and without their valuable insights and effort, it will break down. If they don’t like it, they should
not complain, but instead make the changes required to make it better.
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For those organisations that do not work this way, the transition process can be daunting and
challenging. It requires a fundamental change of mind set within delivery organisations, at the
heart of which is a commitment to letting go, and to the transfer of power. This requires clear
leadership and direction, commitment amongst team leaders and creativity amongst front line
staff. Fundamentally, it requires a belief that through these changed organisational behaviours
we can improve services and support young people more effectively. There is considerable
evidence that young people respond positively to having this responsibility, although it is
important to support them to participate effectively.
In Birmingham, the Common Ground Foundation (CGF) offers a good example of working with
young people in this way. The co-production principle is embedded in their work and CGF also
offers formal support through, for example, its Young Leadership programme. It also seeks to
build youth resilience by helping young people understand their cultural heritage – and that of
others – so that they have a clearer sense of their place in the world, and a pride in their roots.
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The empowerment principle therefore operates at the individual and the organisational level.
In addition, it can be embedded within neighbourhoods and even at the level of the entire city.
Again, Berlin offers some good examples, and at the neighbourhood and city level we can see
important initiatives in place to encourage youth participation and decision-making. Two of
the city’s twelve districts have youth parliaments where young people from schools and youth
clubs debate key issues.
This is a quite common phenomenon across Europe’s cities, which largely attracts the bettereducated and socially connected young people. However, several Berlin neighbourhoods also
operate a youth jury model where young people work together to decide how local resources
aimed at young people are spent. This model, again supported by the city’s local neighbourhood
structure, includes adult professional support with the process. Nine of these juries in the Mitte
neighbourhood have been evaluated, and the results show that young people from migrant and
disadvantaged backgrounds are taking an active part.
Again, coming back to the urban disturbances in cities like Birmingham, young people’s feelings
of powerlessness were factors in the social breakdown that resulted in rioting. As we have seen,
important (negative) decisions had been taken in relation to young people at the national level.
No one condones riotous behaviour, however, it is not difﬁcult to see it as the ultimate means
of taking control. The frustration and sense of powerlessness, which fuelled this destructive
activity, is one which urban youth work agencies continue to work hard to address.

Working with families
The important role of families was a strong theme at the Birmingham seminar. However, delegates
acknowledged the very different role that families play across Europe. Generally, families are more
cohesive in the Mediterranean countries. In Northern Europe, delegates working with young
people spoke about the frequent absence of supportive families in their work with young people
in urban areas.
There was consensus that the role of families is important for all young people. Ideally, family
members – particularly parents – provide good role models and, as we have already noted, set
strong and clear boundaries. The optimum model was referred to as Tough Love, where parents
are prepared to take difﬁcult decisions with their children’s best interest at heart. In the words
of a seminar delegate:
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An important point was made about the opportunity to engage with young fathers. Often, young
men who become fathers struggle with the responsibility and ﬁnd it difﬁcult to get support.
This is particularly acute where they have been poorly parented themselves. In South London,
Working with Men is an NGO offering support to young Dads. It develops and facilitates groups
of young fathers to provide peer support and has found that the importance of effective fathering
has often been overlooked, particularly when babies arrive and the focus of attention is on the
mother and the child.
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The value of role models
Professionals working with young people spoke about the frequency with which adults let
young people down. At the Birmingham seminar, delegates explained that the young people
they support had often been let down by their parents, their teachers, their social workers and
other signiﬁcant adults in their lives. Encouraging the young to take responsibility is all the more
difﬁcult when they have so few positive role models.
Young people who have been consistently let down learn how to protect themselves. They can
become cynical, suspicious and slow to trust. Organisations that effectively support young
people in urban areas understand this and embed it into their practice. They deliver services
where young people are, and make it easy for them to engage. The low-threshold model means
not requiring them to make a big commitment – particularly at the start – and it avoids judging
their behaviour in ways that would frighten them off.
The work undertaken by Caritas Jugendstreetwork in Graz offers a good example of this type
of work in practice. Their model of detached street-work will be familiar to many readers,
however the organisation has recently had to adapt its approach due to signiﬁcant changes in
the city. Shifting public attitudes and increased surveillance levels (for example through the
introduction of security cameras in the city centre) has led to the most disadvantaged young
people disappearing off the city’s streets. The new pattern of congregating in private places has
in some respects made the organisation’s job more difﬁcult and has required them to rely even
more heavily on their network of contacts and trusted relationships.
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Working in city streets, detached youth workers can build good working relationships with
troubled youth. Often, these workers are young professionals only a few years older than
those they support, so they provide good role models for their clients. We have also seen how
organisations like the Antwerp Youth Competence Centres provide volunteering opportunities
for young people to support one another and develop their own skills. Although this is sometimes
outreach , in reality a high proportion of these young
labelled ‘outreach’,
youngsters actually live and work in the
same community. The fact that they are embedded – living an
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means that they have added credibility amongst the local you
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‚
Let s not allow
a good crisis to go to waste...

This work has considered some of the biggest issues facing Europe’s cities today. Unless we
successfully address the challenge of youth exclusion, there are serious risks to our socially
cohesive city model. The summer riots of 2011 made that very clear.
It is beyond the scope of this work to solve all these problems. However, in this ﬁnal chapter
we will revisit some of the key messages emerging, and consider the key implications for
stakeholders supporting young people. We will also explore how they play into SALTO Inclusion’s
future plans. Three key questions provide a structure for these conclusions, as follows:

In Chapter 2 (page 12), we identiﬁed and examined the most important social issues facing young
people in Europe’s cities. The ﬁrst key point is the conﬁrmation that, despite Europe’s diversity,
many of the urban social issues are shared. Whether you are reading this in Lisbon, Ankara,
Malmö or Naples, the story will be resonant, with local variations.
Across the continent, unemployment is the biggest single priority affecting young people in
cities. This problem is at crisis levels for Mediterranean member states – particularly Spain and
Greece – but even in the more afﬂuent countries, there are concerns about rising levels of youth
inactivity. And in most urban areas this challenge pre-dates the current economic situation.
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The second point then is that although the crisis has exacerbated the identiﬁed social issues,
many of them are long-standing. In the case of youth unemployment, structural changes to the
urban labour markets over the past twenty years have removed many of the threshold-level
jobs traditionally ﬁlled by school-leavers. Looking at other challenges – for example school
disengagement rates – there have been stubbornly high drop-out levels in place for decades,
most acutely in urban areas.
The reality is that for many years, signiﬁcant
signiﬁcant proportions of Europe’s urban youth have struggled
in the transition to independent adulthood. Even when public resources were more plentiful and
the economy stronger, this was the pattern in our cities.
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Despite this pessimistic situation, there is a great deal of effective work taking place. We have
not conducted an extensive evaluation, so we must caveat our observations. However, it is clear
that there are interventions which are successfully supporting young people as they make the
transition to independent adulthood.
What is also evident is that these successful interventions share common features. In our musical
analogy we have compared this to the similarities between good songs. The ability to inﬁnitely
arrange chords and musical note
notes means that two songs with the same basic components can sound
completely different due to the o
order of the chords, the instruments in the line-up and so on. Equally,
effective interventions often com
combine the same elements, but they can actually look quite different
on the ground. As we explain in cchapter 3 (page 36), good practice is always rooted in the locality.
The good practice themes ident
identiﬁed throughout chapter 4 (page 46) – investing in young people,
focusing on talent, empowering youth etc – have one other important connector. This is that they
put young people in the mid
middle. Effective practice with young people always starts with the
young person at the centre, loo
looking at their needs and personalizing the support in response to
tthem.
hem.
In chapter 4 (page 46), w
wee illust
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pparent – for example the Rott
apparent
Rotterdam Talenthouse’s emphasis on ‘tough love’.
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Throughout this work, we have been reminded of the wide range of stakeholders involved in
supporting young peo
people in urban areas across Europe. At the centre of this we have young people
themselves. Full of id
ideas, packed with talent and ready to assume an active role. Alongside them
is a lengthy cast of pr
professionals – and volunteers – operating within diverse disciplines: youth
workers; health ofﬁccials; teachers; careers guidance professionals; policemen and women;
social workers; local authority ofﬁcials…and so on.
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Youth in Action stakeholders
Although all urban areas are unique, this work shows that there are many shared issues facing
young people in Europe’s cities. As a consequence, the challenges facing those supporting them
also bear many similarities. Working with young people in urban areas, facing these problems and
often with limited resources, is not easy work. It requires enormous dedication and commitment.
Staff working on the front line can draw great inspiration and support through contact with
their peers across Europe.
The Youth in Action programme can fulﬁl a vital role at a time when budgets are being cut
and professionals are inclined to look inwards. Events like the Urban Solutions seminar in
Birmingham provide inspiration as well as practical ideas and support to staff working with
disadvantaged young people in urban areas. This function will continue to be important as the
crisis continues to unfold in our cities.
SALTO Inclusion and the National Agencies play a vital part in this. They provide the link
between the national, international and local levels. As such, they are well-placed to:
Promote good practice – through publications, events and the media.
Organise events that promote dialogue between stakeholders at the national an
and
nd iinternational
nternational
level.
Actively encourage the co-production process by supporting shared de
development
evelop
pment spaces
connecting young people and other stakeholders – operating at a national and ttransnational
ransnatio
onal
level.
Identify the support needs of staff working with young people in
in urban
urban areas
areass and
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Youth workers
Professionals working with young people – either in a paid or volu
volunteer
unteer capacity – already play a
vital role in supporting urban youth. This report has underlined many of the positive features,
which they bring to this role, most notably they:
Provide positive role models, often for young people who have few adults they can look up to.
Are reliable and don’t let young people down – unlike many of the other adults in their lives.
Listen and are non-judgemental.
Empathise but are willing to challenge when needed – in order to push the young person when
necessary.
Establish clear boundaries.
Are comfortable negotiating power, and encourage young people to lead and take
responsibility.
Youth workers – in all their different guises – need to continue this way of working, and they can
also support others to work this way.
Through the Youth in Action programme, youth workers have an opportunity to share practice
and learn from others. They also have a platform for co-production, which allows them to work
with young people to design services and support activities.
Youth workers assume an important brokerage role. They are trusted intermediaries between
young people and formal mainstream institutions – which can include schools and colleges, the
police and local authorities. This trusted role will become increasingly important if we are to
make progress around co-production. Trust is at the heart of this, and without young people
there will be no co-production. So youth workers must promote this aspect of their professional
skillset, as we look to modernise services and make better use of existing resources.
As we said at the start of this chapter, we cannot allow a good crisis to go to waste. And although
it provides huge challenges, including fewer resources, the downturn offers a real window for
change – as most people agree that the status quo is untenable.
So, let’s get together with young people to seize the moment.
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Inclusion through Employability (2011) – success criteria for youth projects addressing
unemployment, research publication
Working on Work (2011) – using international projects to improve the chances of young
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Find them all at www.SALTO-YOUTH.net/InclusionForALL/
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Cities can be tough places for young people to
grow up. Urban areas offer great opportunities,
but they can also present big challenges –
especially for those with fewer advantages.
Youth and community workers play an important
role to support young people in the cities, so
that they can reach their full potential and make
a positive transition to adult life. This research
publication shares some insight and tips for
anybody working with young people in
(sub)urban areas:
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• This study examines some of the big issues
young people face in our cities today:
unemployment, schooling, lacking facilities,
distrust,…
• Further, it identiﬁes the key components of
working effectively with urban youth and
highlights a number of successful interventions
across Europe.
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We hope this booklet inspires change, as any crisis
can be seen as an opportunity to improve current
practice. Go for it!

Download this and other
SALTO youth work publications free at
www.SALTO-YOUTH.net/inclusion/
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